
How to play

CANBERRA 
POKER



There’s a reason casino chips are 

often referred to as poker chips:  

for 200 years, it’s been  

the ultimate betting card game. 

For a simpler version that’s easy  

to jump in and out of, Canberra 

Poker is our one round variant 

where players compete against  

the Dealer instead of each other.

LET’S PLAY  
CANBERRA 

POKER



CANBERRA POKER
Canberra Poker is played with a standard 52 card  
deck and offers a simpler alternative to the more intense 
poker played in our Lotus Room. Like some of the more 
traditional table games, all cards are dealt in one round 
and players directly compete against the Dealer.

HOW TO PLAY

 ◊ After placing an initial stake (ante) in the marked  
area, players receive five cards face down.

 ◊ The Dealer receives four cards face down  
and one face up.

 ◊ You can now pick up your cards and make the  
decision to bet, by placing a wager equal to double 
your ante, or to fold. If you fold, your ante is lost,  
and your cards are removed from play.

 ◊ Once all players have acted, the Dealer reveals  
their hand:

 ◊ If the Dealer’s hand does not have an Ace and  
a King or higher, the Dealer does not ‘qualify’  
and they will immediately pay out all antes at 1:1.

 ◊ If they do qualify, the Dealer compares your hand 
to theirs. If you beat the Dealer’s hand, your bet is 
paid at the odds determined by the hand (see table 
below) and the ante is paid even money. 

 ◊ If the Dealer wins, you lose both ante and bet. 

 ◊ If there’s a tie, all bets and antes are returned  
to players.

 ◊ Cards are shuffled and a new round of play begins.



Hand Rankings and payout odds

Royal Flush

Straight Flush

Four of a Kind

Full House

Flush

Straight

Three of a Kind

Two Pair

Pair

High Card

Initial Ante

250:1

50:1

20:1

7:1

5:1

4:1

3:1

2:1

1:1

1:1

1:1

A
Note: All winning bets will only be payed up  
to the maximum payout displayed on each table.



GOOD LUCK!
So jump in, and most of all,
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A

Progressive Jackpot

One of the great appeals of Canberra Poker is  
the Progressive Jackpot. To be eligible, you must  
place a wager in the space provided before any  
cards are dealt. Wagers in the Progressive Jackpot  
form part of the overall jackpot prize pool.

The following hands qualify for a Progressive  
Jackpot payout at the indicated values:

Royal Flush $10,000 or 100% of the jackpot  
prize pool whichever is greater

Straight Flush $1,000 or 10% of the jackpot  
prize pool whichever is greater

Four of a Kind $1,250

Full House $375

Flush $250



Buying Chips

Bets at the Casino are made with Casino chips. 
You can purchase these at any of the gaming 

tables. Simply place the amount you wish to play 
(notes only) on the table and the Dealer will pass 
you the equivalent in chips. Their value is clearly 
printed on each face. You can redeem your chips 

for cash at the Cashier’s window at any time.

Ask any time

Our friendly staff are always happy to answer 
your questions about any of the games we play. 

Once you get started, feel free to ask your Dealer 
if you need to know more. 

The Dealer’s role is to manage the game and 
assist you with any queries you might have, 

however they cannot advise you on what to do.

CASINOCANBERRA.COM.AU

Gambling problem? Call the ACT Gambling  
and Support Service on 1800 858 858.


